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Abstract The quality of the air is assessed by sensors in monitoring stations
that measure the concentration of specific chemical compounds that may affect
people’s health. Assuming that some chemical compounds in the air produce a
bad smell, people may detect that something is going wrong acting as sensors
that alert potential risks. This paper proposes a visual analytics approach to
support air quality experts in the analysis of data produced by electronic nose
devices. Experts create or modify data workflows to manage and transform raw
data, then apply clustering and visualization techniques to get insights. The
proposed approach is supported by calendar, map and line graph visualizations
also maneuvering clustering attributes and methods. An interactive map is
used to show the position of monitoring stations in order to support making
hypotesis related to data source locations.
Keywords visual analytics · data mining · analysis workflow · environment

1 Introduction
Since the Industrial Revolution, the problem of air quality has revealed to be
serious for public health. The attention to air quality is recently increased,
due to the understanding of its role in the human quality of life. Consequences
of this increased awareness is the attitude to a progressive reduction of air
pollution, at least in Europe [1]. Pollution relates to chemical, but also physical and biological agents that usually are present in low percentages in the
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air [2] [3]. People living in high density populated cities and inside industrial
areas surroundings are more exposed to this problem.
Air quality monitoring consists in the measurement and storage of potentially hazardous air agents. The monitoring process is not meaningful without
the comparison of data with some reference to identify trends and irregularities, to assess compliance both with legal standards and for scientific research,
by producing environmental technical reports and forecasts. The main goal
is to protect people and, in general, their environment, specifically in the areas that produce pollution In order to produce good analysis, airborne agents
monitoring often requires information about weather parameters, monitored
area topology and wind information.
Air quality data are now also available as open data on Internet and governments are moving towards open data; an example is the Italian Public
Administration Open Data [4]. More related to the worldwide environment,
the Air Pollution in world [5] web site shows markers in a planisphere, each
representing air quality data of the referenced area that a user, by clicking
on it, can access to pollution forecast. The work presented in this paper has
been performed in collaboration with environmental experts, which analyze
data produced by monitoring station sensors on a daily basis: it proposes a
workflow that follows a typical analysis pipeline including pre-processing activities and adds visualizations for data validation and visual analysis, in order
to help analysts to discover novel and unexpected insights or confirm hypotheses. This work is based on a previous work by Buono and Costabile in [6] and
extends the research proposed in [7] to support data analysis using a Visual
Analytics approach; it adopts a workflow model that now includes an improved
pre-processing, a clustering algorithms and a geographic map useful to locate
monitoring stations on the territory. The process can be repeated every time
new data arrive to the analysis server and can be modified by the experts. The
pipeline exploits a clustering algorithm to group monitoring devices identifying
hidden relationships.
Results are visualized using different techniques on heterogeneous data attributes; such techniques are neither highly interactive nor complex time series
visualization to allow novel users to easily use and interpret the visualization:
the focus is more on the combination of visualization and representation than
just on the techniques.
The work is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work, Section 3 introduces the system design rationale. The developed framework is
described in Section 4 showing examples and visualization results. Finally,
Section 5 draws conclusions.

2 Related Work
The problem of air quality pollution management and analysis has been faced
by many works in literature, one of the main problems is to process data and
present results to the user in a way to allow decision makers to quickly take
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decisions. Kandel et al. [8] propose an interactive visual approach to deal with
data pre-processing through Data Wrangler, a tool that allow expert systems
to speed this long and boring phase; Keim [9] first proposed a pixel-based
technique to visualize time data in compact space using cyclic series, time
data visualization has been addressed by Aigner et al. [10], who proposed a
collection of visualization techniques. Ceneda et al. [11] [12] face the analysis
of cyclical patterns in time-series and the interactive visualization techniques
that allow analysts to identify recurring behavior using and comparing Spiral
and calendar-based visualizations.
An interesting technique that considers human activities over time is the
Calendar visualization made by Van Wijk and Van Selow [13] who first proposed a metaphorical scheme where the time dimension of a phenomenon is
portrayed by a succession of monthly calendar icons; each calendar features
interactive day icons (details on demand) that can be colored according to a
sequential scale adding a further data dimension to the arranged data.
Other proposals address time similarly: Malik et al. [14] introduce VALET
(Visual Analytics Law Enforcement Toolkit), a system that shows crime trends
and distribution on a maps: the Calendar view is exploited to display criminal events occurred in the days linked to other events like social and sport
events, highlighting relationships with seasonal and cyclical trends providing
histograms and density heatmaps. Razip et al. [15] extended the previous work
on mobile devices by displaying the crimes distribution in relation to the user
current location.
Zhou et al. [16] analyze one of the most developed areas of China finding a
poor AQI (Air Quality Index) that deteriorates from North to South employing
a hierarchical clustering. Moreover, Li et al. [17] visualized pollution in Beijing
exploiting a dataset featuring the period from 2009 to 2014 and another one
built from data produced by 36 monitoring stations: the averaged pollution
concentration is displayed through two circular clock-sliced heatmaps.
Time series data can be analyzed by several methods [18], for example the
ARMA (autoregressive, moving average) model by Box and Jenkins [19] can
be used to predict future values while Sharma et al. [20] and Bontempi [21] face
particularly with multi-sensor Visual Analytics supported by machine learning techniques. In the domain of climate data analysis, Kappe et al. [22] [23]
explore variability climate predictions and propose an interactive visualization technique (clustering timeline) together with filled-contour maps; Zhu et
al. [24] and Wang et al. [25] employs interactive geographic virtual environments while also in Kern et al. [26] atmospheric meteorological data are managed to visualize fronts in two dimensions obtaining frontal surfaces in three
dimensions using the magnitude of temperature change; Sarikaya et al. [27]
review the literature surrounding dashboard use.
The problem of using Visual Analytics approach to explore time data has
been addressed by several authors; examples are Ellis [28] and de Carvalho et
al. [29]. Electronic nose technology and data format and management has been
introduced by Pearce [30], Scott [31] while Buono and Costabile [6] aimed at
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understanding how much domain experts are able to use a visual workflow
tool like KNIME in order to process pollution data to perform analysis.
3 Users, Data and Tools
Referring to the literature in Section 2, Table 1 shows a comparison with the
approach proposed in this paper, highlighting the advantages and the features
of each one.
The case study focuses on the problem of pollution and air quality detection, providing users with a replicable process in order to repeat and customize
the analysis and its process pipeline: starting from gathering real-time data
from specific devices up to integrating a visual workflow platform with clustering algorithms and various information visualization tools.
3.1 Users
The proposed tool refers to the chemists addressed in [6] who periodically compare and overlap line graphs performing exploratory data analysis, in order to
detect pollution anomalies preventing environmental risks. In order to design
adequate tools by including users and experts in prototype evaluations, a usercentered and participatory paradigm has been adopted. In the design phase a
user test was performed with two evaluators and four domain experts which
executed activities with a visual workflow tool ranging from data acquisition
to information visualization.
The use case of a running example proposed in this article includes a server
that always listens to requests from the interface client; when a specific request that uploads new data produced by monitoring station is added, a batch
workflow starts. The workflow automates the access to the archives containing
temporal data and, after their clustering, returns the results to the server.
The analyst can easily modifies the parameters and the workflow pipeline by
adding/removing custom tools and components, visually, eliminating the need
to deal with programming code, which is time consuming, requires specific
skills and is not appreciated by non-expert users.
With the provided results, the client allows users to interact with Views,
interfaces to frame and analyze in detail the information of interest, also allowing to overlap them in a way that replicates the original specific analysis
practices of the users.
3.2 Electronic Nose Device Data
The Electronic Nose (Fig. 1) is a device that detects the impact of odoriferous
chemical compounds. It has been used to continuously collect information
about airborne agents in industrial areas with the aim to track seasonal trends
and isolate abnormal emissions.
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Table 1 Comparison of the literature with the approach proposed in this work.
Method

Features

Our approach

Data
Wrangler
(Kandel [8]

+ performs automatic inference that speeds-up data
log transformation into the
desired format
– the working pipeline is hidden to the user

+ allows more control
– requires higher skills to use
and adapt the pipeline
workflow

Pixel-based
(Keim [9])

+ provides a compact representation, typically reduced to a single variable
+ color changes provide cues
about the data distribution
– suffers in providing details
about data

+ uses combination of calendar/color based visualizations to help in details
identification
+ the line charts overlapping partially compensate
the scalability and better
shows the timeline
– less scalable because it uses
bigger boxes

+ provides a good cycle detection
– does not specifically address
environmental data

+ line chart helps in identifying patterns over time
– does not consider cycles
(considered irrelevant for
the domain experts due
to the well-known seasonal
trends)

+ it uses a color coding to
identify clusters on a calendar

+ it proposes a pipeline
that allow the analyst
to change parameters,
clustering method and
visualizations
+ Map view to identify spatial
correlations
+ line chart view to compare
many monitoring station
at once

VALET
(Malik [14] and
Razip [15])

+ it proposes advanced maps
– lack in time line visualization
– in Razp et al the calendar
view is not specific for the
environment domain but
for single punctual events
(crimes)

+ clearly visualizes the evolution in time of environmental phenomena
+ easily adaptable to noncontinuous punctualevents

Li [17]

+ contains different visualizations
– it mainly focuses on PM 2.5
– it lacks of the support to the
pre-processing phase
– it is not clear how to extend
it with further techniques

+ data attribute and features
very numerous due to the
ease of uploading heterogeneous data
+ allows to perform thorough
pre-processing analysis
+ easily extensible and maintainable with new tools

Ceneda [11]
[12]

Calendar
(Van
Wijk [13])
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Fig. 1 A drawing of an electronic nose device used to capture odoriferous chemical compounds values.
Table 2 Numeric variables from the log data.
1) Date (dd/mm/yyyy)
4) Humidity (%)

2) Time (hh:mm:ss)
5) Pressure (mBar)

3) Temperature (◦ C)
6) PID (ppm)

Fig. 2 Log file excerpt produced by a monitoring station.

All collected data are in the form of text logs and have been gathered in
the period February-July 2017; before this time there were two pilot stations
which provided information useful to depict a real-world case about missing,
wrong or anomalous data and outliers. The structure of the dataset is depicted
in Tab. 2 featuring seven numeric variables (the battery power level of the
device is not relevant for the next analysis); an example of how these data are
arranged in a .csv file structure is reported in Fig. 2 with the attribute names
(Date, Time, Temperature, Humidity, Pressure, PID) and their measure units
in the first line, followed by lines of values.

3.3 The KNIME Tool
In order to implement the working pipeline, we used KNIME (Konstanz Information Miner), an open source tool that allows an easy inclusion of modules
exploiting a workflow visual paradigm.
A workflow is visually composed by nodes positioned into an Editor where
each node can be connected to others. The node status can be closed, inactive,
running or complete and it is represented using the traffic light convention:
red (error or to configure), yellow (ready to run) and green (output ready and
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available). Input and output ports, respectively at the left and right sides of
each node represent handles to external sources or to other nodes. Through a
Data port data are transferred between nodes; General purposes ports return
data in the form of a database table.

3.4 The WEKA Tool
Another component of the proposed tool is WEKA (Waikato Environment
for Knowledge Analysis), an open source framework with a user-interface for
machine learning models and functions.
The Project Explorer is useful to manipulate data coming from heterogeneous sources through operators like filter, attribute selection, classification
and regression models, clustering algorithms and association rules, graph display. To employ and execute the different machine learning techniques and
models along with their statistics, the Experimenter environment is available.
Data used for the case study presented in this paper are time series, that
is datasets characterized by a sequence of N pairs (yi ,ti ), i = 1...N where yi is
the value measured at the time ti . To analyze this kind of series it is useful for
analysts to cluster days with similar atmospheric characteristics and observe
them through various visualizations, according to different dimensions. Given
m clusters on a daily pattern, their similarity is calculated and, the pair of
cluster with the highest similarity are merged in a single new one; the process
continues with m − 1 clusters. The merging of cluster continues until reaching
a stop criterion which ensures that each single cluster contains patterns of
similar days
while various measures can be used to compute the cluster similarity like
the Euclidean distance or the Manhattan one.
With respect to the K-Means phase in the KNIME workflow, numeric distance measures have been exploited to explore the cluster similarity in the
following form: Assuming yi and zi two daily patterns of the collection N , the
Euclidean distance is computed as average square difference and the normalized version is in (1):
pPn
dnm =

yi
(
i=1 ymax

z

i )2
− zmax

(1)

N

A way to select the most important and useful data attributes for a good
clustering is to consider the Correlation: in (2) the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient, used to compare two variables A and B, calculates for
each pair of attributes a coefficient r that is a measure of the correlation grade
between two variables. The correlation value ranges from -1 (strongly negative
correlation) to 1 (strongly positive correlation) while 0 does not represent any
linear correlation. In particular, r > 0.7 evidences a strong local correlation
that can be direct (positive sign) or inverse (negative sign) while 0 > r > 0.3
and 0.3 > r > 0.7 represent respectively moderate and slight correlations.
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Fig. 3 The scheme of MonitorApp architecture.

cov(A, B)
, −1 ≤ ρA,B ≤ +1
(2)
σA σB
To inquire the relationships between two variables perhaps correlated (for
example E and one of some external variables like T ), the coefficient calculated
as in (3) can be used as a feature.
Pn
(Ti −T̄ )(Ei −Ē)
re = pPn i=1 2 pPn
,
(Ti −T̄ )
(Ei −Ē)2
i=1
i=1
(3)
ρA,B =

−1 ≤ re ≤ +1
4 The Working Pipeline
The web application features a three-level pattern in a client-server architecture as shown in Fig. 3 where the top level is the Presentation, which manages
interaction with users, communication and visualization as application client;
it includes different views as components to visualize and present information
allowing users to interact with the system performing operations and requesting results.
The middle level contains the application logic which deals with the processing, transforming and reorganizing of the data; this level is implemented
on the server side with a daemon that uses the KNIME workflow tool and
WEKA as clustering framework.
Finally, the bottom level is related to physical data: it applies structured
and raw data management (.csv files) providing the protection necessary for
the entire system since data are available in databases or the file system. There
is no direct communication between the Presentation and the Data levels and
all exchanges of information are mediated by the application logic.
The Views in the Presentation level (that can be mixed together) are:
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– Calendar View: clustered results are visualized through a calendar metaphor.
Days belonging to a cluster display a color according to a predefined scale,
in this way results easily show similar days featuring patterns;
– Line Graph View: allows a further dimension of analysis since it:
1. shows data as connected lines; it is useful in combination with the
Calendar View adding an additional dimension of information;
2. highlights time trends making easy to directly compare and overlap
data, as requested by experts while exploring temporal;
3. shows the evolution and behavior of a monitoring unit over time.
– Map View: adds the geographic dimension to the data with the location
of monitoring station; by clicking on items on the map a pop-up window
that contains further details appears.
4.1 KNIME Workflow Implementation
The proposed framework integrates heterogeneous tools to build the working
pipeline. The process is summarized in the high-level Algorithm 1 which is
divided into four branches where the first one (lines 1-8) loads the temporal
data by the server, followed by the execution of the KNIME workflow nodes
(lines 9-12) and by the clustering functions (lines 13-21); finally the fourth
phase (lines 22-29) shows results to users through the multiple Views.
The KNIME workflow developed for this study is depicted in Fig. 4 and,
as Algorithm 1, it is composed by four macro-parts (letters A-D): A (data
folders and files fetching), B (data format conversion from plain text to structured data types), C (aggregation and cleaning of values) and D (k-means
execution, color assignment to each cluster and output file creation). Basically
the workflow must include a node for reading input (File Reader ), a node for
clustering (K-Means) and a node for creating and writing structured JSON
files (Table to JSON and JSON Writer ) which will be the new input for the
level dedicated to visualizations.
It is clear how, for a non-IT user, the tuning of the process through visual
widgets is easier and more immediate than programming. The node used in
the proposed case study are:
1. List Files: builds a list with the location of data folders and files contained
in each of them so that only the files of interest are included;
2. Table Row To Variable Loop Start: for rows in the input table (folder and
file names) allows data reading cycles and how many times to be executed;
3. File Reader: read data from heterogeneous sources and formats;
4. Loop End: a cycle iteration with intermediate results;
5. Row Splitter: allows pattern substrings splitting in columns the fields related to the observations;
6. String Replacer: replaces values when corresponding with peculiar patterns;
7. String To Date&Time\To Number: string types conversion useful for next
steps;
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Fig. 4 The KNIME main workflows with the clustering of the different data sources (folders)
linked to the monitoring stations and composed by four macro-parts (letters A-B) for the
different stages, from data fetching to aggregation, clustering and output file.
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Algorithm 1: The pseudo-code of the proposed working pipeline divided
into four main phases.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Start the server and open a web socket;
if request then
check the client PID;
given N nodes ni ;
select the time period T = {t1 ...tN };
∀ni ∈ N if ∃JP ID JSON file then
read the new PID data related to T ;
end
run KNIME;
read all PID data in T ;
start workflow WP ID = {n1 , .., nN };
while WP ID runs do
∀ni ∈ WP ID , execute ni ;
if ∃c|c is cluster node then
run WEKA;
select a clustering function fK ;
execute fK (c1 , ..., cN ), i < N ;
end
filter and join nodes results {r1 , .., ri }, i < N ;
final result r = ∨ri ;
end
if r 6= ∅ then
save r in new JP ID output file;
given Y = {Calendar, Graph, M ap, ..};
visualize views Vm = f (JP ID , Ym ), m = 1..|Y |;
else
close safely all data sources;
close the socket and report the error;
end
end

8. Group By: works on table rows for selected columns according to a criterion; columns are grouped with respect to the date with additional criteria
as average, median, maximum and minimum of attributes;
9. Joiner: combines tables in a similar way as relational database in order to
aggregate data without repetitions;
10. Missing Value: handles missing values replacing them with default ones or
using different rules;
11. K-Means: executes the WEKA algorithm setting parameters like Distance
and k using the Euclidean distance;
12. Color Manager: selects a color palette assigned to cluster groups, in order
to consistently display cluster colors in the Views;
13. Table to JSON: creates output strings following table column names;
14. JSON Writer: saves the output in a structured file;
With reference to the system architecture of Fig. 3, at the Logical level
WEKA allows semi-expert users a feature selection facility to look for relationships between the clustering attributes, both at the single unit and at the
globality of the monitoring stations.
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Fig. 5 The workflow implemented by KNIME at logical level to calculate and visualize the
correlation matrix combining the clustering attributes of all the monitoring stations.

Fig. 6 The correlation matrix for all attributes of all the monitoring station.

For example, to determine if there is a relationship between the averaged
values of the monitoring station (PID) parameters (Temperature, Humidity
and Pressure), the data of each monitoring station were analyzed using the
workflow in Fig. 5. The workflow is divided into three parts, where the first
one relates to data fetching and tabulation, the middle part (yellow nodes)
filters and organizes values while the final node calculates the linear correlation
coefficients summarized in matrix form (Fig. 6).
By observing the colors in Fig. 6 where the correlation degree increases
from the blue to the red color palette, it emerges the relationship between
Temperature and Humidity: these two parameters are inversely correlated,
meaning that as the value of one of the two increases the other decreases (as
the temperature and pressure increase, the PID value also increases while, as
humidity increases, the temperature decreases).
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Fig. 7 Line Graph view permits to easily compare time trends.

The correlation matrix reveals that there are correlations between:
– Humidity and Temperature (strong negative correlation)
– PID and temperature (moderate positive correlation)
– PID and Pressure (moderate positive correlation)
4.2 The Views
Various state-of-art technologies and software libraries have been used to
implement the proposed views such as: xHTML and CSS for presentation;
Javascript for interaction; SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) for graphics primitives; D3 (Data-Driven Documents) library for plot facilities and visual arrangements; Dart language for the app development.
4.2.1 Graph View
In the line Graph View (Fig. 7) the X axis represents the time dimension while
the Y one represents the corresponding average of pollution detected from the
PIDs each day; it visualizes the time trends and allows to compare the different
monitoring stations.
Each value in these graphs is associated with the color of the cluster to
which it belongs. The choice to provide the domain experts of line graphs is
due to the fact that it is very common they look at data using line graph
representations. In this way several linear graphs show:
–
–
–
–

the
the
the
the

average
average
average
average

PID trend
temperature trend
course of humidity
pressure trend

4.2.2 Enhanced Calendar View
As previously seen, Calendar View has been introduced in [13] to analyze behavioural patterns of a company employees. The original technique consists
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Fig. 8 The Calendar view of the clustered air data.

Fig. 9 The Calendar view of a clustering without the data dimension provided by the
attribute ’Humidity’.

Fig. 10 The Line Graph View showing the data clustering without the ’Humidity’ attribute.

in an interactive calendar-based scheme that shows the result of time series
clustering applied to data related to employees of a research center. This technique easily reveals patterns of the typical working day of the research center
and special days, like week-ends, holidays periods and celebration days; in this
work it is integrated into a tool concerning the atmospheric air quality: patterns are shown in the chart and clusters in the calendars while colors indicate
the matches between clusters and patterns.
The Calendar View in Fig. 8 shows the clustering related to a specified temporal period of all monitoring stations data using the WEKA library included
into the previously seen KNIME workflow: with the K-means algorithm, each
day (from 16 February to 27 July) is colored according to the cluster built by
the average of attributes values.
In each month of the calendar, a main colored cluster appears, highlighting
how the air pollution is localized; from the corresponding Line graph view it is
visible that the pollution trend increases fairly linearly with some local peaks:
the green and violet clusters are associated with high pollution periods from
May to July even if the first one seems more compact.
By the end of June the green cluster appears stable except for some violet
peaks while a similar behavior is followed by the blue cluster for the period
from middle of February to April.
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Fig. 11 The Map view displays together two other views adding a further data dimension.

The utility of the developed visualizations has been assessed by performing
informal evaluations with end-users, which are chemists working on air quality
monitoring. Taking into account Fig. 8 the analyst detected groups of colors
belonging to clusters that feature distinctive data dimensions and small pieces
of them or single days with differences from the larger groups resulted evident.
Removing a dimension of information, as depicted in Fig. 9, helps to visually inquire which are the features that mainly influences the clustering.
Fig. 10 reveals the utility of the proposed tool, since removing the ’humidity’
from cluster attributes leads to a very different color distribution from the previous one in June and July; it highlights that humidity is the main cause for
the pollution increase in that period while is almost irrelevant for the previous.

4.2.3 Map View
It is also possible to see the clustering of specific monitoring stations in the
Map view (Fig. 11) that adds the spatial dimension to the air data. This
visualizations melts the Calendar View with the Line graph View.
In the bottom part there is the Line Graph related to the Temperature
(average) trend, which was one of the clustering attributes (it is possible to
add in the same panel the Graph views of all the other attributes). If the
analyst is interested to see further details about the data trend in a single
day of the selected time interval, by clicking on a Calendar day it will appear
superimposed the related linear Graph view as in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12 The details-on-demand linear graph showing attribute trends during the hours of
the day selected
.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The result of this work is an integrated framework, easily customizable, that
permits to visualize and compare specific atmospheric data gathered by monitoring stations with the aim to measure and control the environmental air
quality. With respect to [7], the KNIME workflow now includes a better preprocessing phase that permits multiple source clustering, the geographic map
feature with multiple visualizations.
The improvement in the analysis of the entire data collected by monitoring stations allows homogeneous clusters by comparing same periods of
different years arranging together automatically different data flows. The correlation matrix allows users to visualize correlation in order to evaluate the
most promising attributes to choose (or to remove) from the WEKA clustering parameters. The user interface is extensible and easy to use by domain
experts who can experiment and replicate the analyses and customize the
workflow pipeline.
In future work, since visualizations depend from clustering results, improvements can consider refining the algorithm and compose different machine
learning methods, in order to see and choose multiple optimized clusterings,
each with different parameters and options. An idea is hierarchical clustering
that allows to show clusters at different levels in the form of dendograms. A
regression analysis feature can be offered to predict faults and problems of the
hardware devices. Another useful feature in the user interface could be the
tuning of KNIME parameter values from a dashboard, also useful for validation purposes. Finally, a version of the application customized for mobile users
could be implemented to alert users of emergency situations or allow them to
analyze data in mobility.
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